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Spark your child's creativity with the beautiful art of woodcarving!Woodcarving is the perfect art
for nurturing a child's creative spirit. Requiring nothing more than a few simple tools and a little
inspiration, woodcarving allows children to express their imagination while fostering manual
dexterity and a sense of accomplishment. Carving for Kids is a child-centered introduction to
woodcarving with 11 skill-building projects for children ages 4 to 17.Carving for Kids
emphasizes safe handling of cutting and carving tools, and all project should be done with adult
supervision, but children will be able to complete these age-appropriate designs all by
themselves. Ranked by age level, the 11 projects in Carving for Kids range from carving a name
stamp (for the youngest woodworkers) to carving a face (for teenage craftspeople). Easy, step-
by-step instructions guide children to the joy of coaxing shapes and figures from solid blocks of
wood. Carving for Kids also provides information on computer-aided pattern-making, teaching
children who face learning challenges, and methods for instructing kids of any age group, from
elementary through high school.Carving for Kids is a great way for you and your kids to learn
together―and you'll share your child's pride and confidence when you see your young carver
create unique handicrafts.

"Mr. Trudel is full of encouragement for keeping kids interested in what they are doing, so if you
want to share a love of the craft, this is a very worthwhile way to do it." --WoodCentral.comAbout
the AuthorRobin Trudel is a computer consultant who writes articles for carving magazines and
teaches woodcarving as a volunteer. He lives in Dracut, Massachusetts.
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Widme Wonderland, “Age 50+. I am a kid inside... I needed something as a tutorial and this fit
the bill. I am starting out as a carver and this is wonderful for me. Baby steps is where it begins,
right?”

m8990, “great projects. purchased along with a beginners carving set.”

PatriciaM, “Great book for beginners. My 12 year old grandson really likes this book. He saw
several interesting projects to make. There is a section on safety and also different
recommended types of wood to be used for carving projects. Comprehensive and well laid out
information.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Nice book pictures are handy to view what the writer .... Nice book
pictures are handy to view what the writer is talking about. I am excited to work with my son that
is 11 years old that has been asking to carve of work with wood.”

Laura, “Perfect book for the child interested in wood carving.. My son has really enjoyed looking
at this book. He's very interested in making things out of wood or anything else for that matter.
A nice addition to his library.”

LaDonna Stephens, “Good but have better books. Bought this book looking for ideas to help
teach cub scouts whittling. Some of the projects are pretty simple but there are other books that
do a better job of teaching step by step carving.”

Megan W., “Good inspiration for beginners. Great ideas for little beginners...my son is 9, and he
enjoyed looking through this book.”

florrie, “Working with wood. Interesting book for my grandchild but not suitable for young kids as
it is more for adults to show the kids what to do. A good book to put away until they are used to
whittling first.BB”

Baloo, “Five Stars. Brilliant book to inspire kids of all ages”

Alan, “Great for kids. As a big kid of just over 60, the really simple projects for the real youngsters
I did when I was young, but great instructions on how to do projects without using sharp knives. I
got more out of the teen section because there is really complete step by step moves on faces, it
is a good book for really young whittlers”

valerie brown, “book. good”
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